









































　Dismantlement for restoration of the Southern
Sanctuary has been completed before now, and
in the next step we win launch the reassembling.
In the course of the dismantlement, however, a
critical viilnerability of the original foundation
and platform of the Southern Sanctuary has
been　clarified. The　issue　of　the　structural
weakness must be solved before the assembling｡
　The examination during the dismantlement
has　revealed　that　the　inside　of　the　upper
platform was fflled by ａ mixtvire of sand and
sandstone chips, and the inside of the lower
platform and the foundation were mied by sand.
As　the　sand infillings　have　been　eroded by
rainwater over the　years, the　platform has
settled down unequally, leading to the collapse of
the construction (see next page)｡
　To cease the process of collapsing, we adopt the
method to substitute ａ consolidated soil for the
original　sand　inside　the　platform. The
consolidated soilis ａpounded earth of ａ mixtiire
of sand, lime powder, laterite powder and clay in
the appropriate ratio. The original sand is to be
reused for the consolidated soil. Our strength
test conducted at test units verified that the soil
is strong enough to sustain the structure｡
　To minimize the alternation to authenticity of
the　original, only　the　upper　part　of　the
foundation wiU be replaced by the consolidated
soils, and ａ layer of sandstone chips wiU be
added in between the sand and consolidated soils,
to prevent subsiirface water from rising by
capillary action. The sandstone chips will be
reused from the infilLings of the upper platform.
In addition. bond stones made by sandstones or
laterites are to be placed in the back of the
exterior　sandstones, to　1111　the　gaps　of the
exterior sandstones not to runoff the soil through
the gaps｡
　This method is, needless to say, different from
the original method; however, we consider that
we should minimize the use of modern materials
such　as　concrete, and　reuse　the　original
materials　as　much as　possible　from　the
perspective of respecting the original.
南祠堂の再構築に向けて
Toward Reassembling of the Souther
















Test-unit for strength of consolidated soilfor the












consolidated s?, mixture of
sand, lime powder, laterite powder
and clay
控え積みの石(ラテライトもしくは砂岩)
bond stones (laterites or sandstones)
砂岩チップ層
layer of sandstone chips
強化土壌に混ぜるためのラテライト粉末を作るため
の臼と杵
Mortar and pestle to make laterite powder for the
consolidated soil
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